The Saga of Divine, Augustin, Chance, Penina, Honorine, Rebecca and Angie - December 30, 2018
Our thanks to all of you who have contributed to the welfare of our adopted sisters and brother –our New American
family. Many of you were able to sign Chance’s birthday card in December—she turned 13 and has been practicing being
a teen-ager for months. Mary Skorczeski is the birthday baker who has been sending a dozen awesome double chocolate
cupcakes for each girl’s birthday. This time Rebecca asked if Mary could substitute some vanilla ones because she
doesn’t like chocolate. It is just like your families—these are all different children and we are getting to know them
better as individuals.
So thank you for the folks who got the girls Christmas presents of underwear and socks and hats and gloves, and got
kitchen storage units that Divine can open easily with one hand, and laundry detergent and money to do laundry (for 7
every week) especially the artfully packaged rolls of quarters for the laundromat, and cash for emergencies and to help
pay for someone to walk Penina and Honorine from the Y when Augustin can’t do it. Do any of you know students at
Holy Cross who volunteer and would like to take on that task? And thank you to the generous parishioners who have
promised a generous monthly donation that will allow us to continue to pay for cable and internet access for the family.
We are working to help them to be independent of us, but it won’t happen for a while. And we have agreed we will
continue to be their friends. We love them all but especially those girls.
As we told you last month we have been helping the family to clean and tidy their apartment. They lived a very simple
life in the refugee camp in Rwanda where all the girls were born. When they came to the US they were met with an
apartment furnished with second-hand furniture Bernard, their case-worker at Ascentria, found for them. Then
American generosity kicked in, and we, and their neighbors, many of whom are also refugees and immigrants, also
wanted to give them clothes and more furniture. We’ve talked with them about all their “stuff” and they said that it is
not polite to refuse gifts, and so they accept everything. And now the apartment is full to overflowing. They have asked
us to take some of the furniture away, and Terry Symula offered a suggestion for a Fashion Show where the girls would
try on the clothes they most want to keep and when they reach to limit of their dressers and the one closet in their
room, that would be the end. The rest will go to St. Anne’s Thrift Shop in Shrewsbury. There will be weeping and
gnashing of teeth, but it must be done and Divine agrees. We’ll be sending out a request for muscle to help us move the
furniture and extra mattresses. We have only until the end of January to bring the apartment up to the landlord’s
standards.
December saw the family introduced to the school phenomenon of head lice. Chance and Angie were the only ones to
avoid the infestation. Augustine just cut all their hair to a stylish half inch and we bought the special shampoo and
vacuumed all the furniture and washed their clothes. I had a nice conversation with Penina as she sat for an hour
between my knees as I went inch by inch through her hair with the nit comb. So THAT is where the term “nit-picking”
came from!
We now have four volunteers for laundry help (including three not from our committee) —bringing either Divine or
Augustin to the laundromat and helping sort and fold the clean clothes. We will be setting up a schedule so that even in
the winter laundry can be done every week. Can you imagine having to take the laundry for 7 people to a laundromat?
The landlord won’t allow a washer in his apartments because of the added cost for water.
A Catholic church in the Boston Archdiocese decided to remind all who passed by that Jesus said that “Whatever you do
to the least of these you do to me.” and put the infant Jesus in their outdoor Creche in a cage like those in which we
have put children separated from their parents at our Southern border, and put a fence between the Babe and the Wise
Men coming to worship Him. Imagine.

